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A) A real estate broker who has sold $2 billion in New York, 
South Florida & Hamptons high-end properties 

B) A loving mother 

C) A former sergeant in the Israel Defense Forces 

D) A board member of REBNY, the UJA-Federation of New 
York & national board member of the Israeli-American 
Council (IAC) 

E) All of the above 
 

       If you answered “E,” you would only be partially right. Because, 
while Jacky is all of the above, she is also much more. Born in Santiago, 
Chile, and raised in Israel, where she served as a sergeant in the Israel 
Defense Forces, Jacky emerged from humble beginnings but rose 
through the ranks to become the strong, talented and determined 
woman she is today. Jacky worked as a managing director for a 
multinational firm in Spain before finding her true passion: real estate. 
Her business acumen and global experience fit perfectly with her 
chosen career and helped her assist a vast array of clientele. 

 
Success came naturally. Jacky was named “Rookie of the Year” 

by MLB Kaye, then, soon after, The Corcoran Group came calling, 
and she was always among their top 25 producers. Jacky received 
a personal invitation from Chairman Howard Lorber and CEO Dottie 
Herman to join Douglas Elliman Real Estate, where she has been 
since 2003. Jacky was one of the very first in New York City residential 
real estate to successfully launch the team concept and, under her 
guidance, the Jacky Teplitzky team was consistently ranked among 
Douglas Elliman’s top 10 producers. In 2019 she merged her team 
with Barak Dunayer to create a super mega team - Teplitzky Dunayer 
Team. 

 
Fluent in English, Spanish, and Hebrew, Jacky’s diverse 

background is one of the reasons she connects so readily with 
clients and gets them to the closing table, whether they hail from the 
U.S., South America, Europe, or Asia. She understands and respects 
the unique differences of each country and each culture (yes, an 
Argentinean is different from a Colombian, who is different from a 
Chilean, or an Italian) and addresses the individual needs and wants 
of her domestic and international clientele. She also assists investors 
and manages their portfolio of properties. 

 
Jacky’s clients appreciate her no-stones-left-unturned 

approach. She and Barak Dunayer lead a team of professionals 
including an operations director, a marketing and social media 

marketing director, and a privately-hired data analyst and business 
consultant to ensure they meet – and exceed – their clients’ needs. 
They and their team’s brokers are well-versed in every New York, 
South Florida and Hamptons neighborhood and property type. 
Clients benefit from the team’s synchronicity. 

 
She has appeared on TV (Fox Business, “Good Morning, 

America,” CNBC, NY1 News, CNN en Español and Bloomberg TV), 
in print (The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The New York 
Post, The Real Deal) and online (univision.com, curbed.com, reuters.
com). Jacky is a recognized speaker and coach, leading seminars at 
The Real Estate Board of New York (her classes are credit-approved, 
as she is a certified instructor by the New York Department of State), 
Yeshiva University, Barnard College, Inman Connect, the Florida 
Realtors® Convention & Trade Expo (where she was a keynoter), 
Citibank Private Banking, New York University, Baruch College, the 
92nd Street Y (where she has presented for six consecutive years), 
Israel Bonds and the Private Wealth Latin America & Caribbean Forum. 

As busy as she is, Jacky always finds time to give back. She is 
a noted philanthropist and an active supporter of UJA-Federation 
of New York, where she sits on the board of directors, is part of the 
Jewish Federations’ Lions of Judah and Women’s Executive Circle 
and vice chairs its Professional Women’s Philanthropy division. She is 
also a national board member & New York regional council member 
of the Israeli-American Council, and a supporter of Park Avenue 
Synagogue and Belev Echad.  

 
Jacky’s downtime is spent with her two sons. As a family, they 

took part in several fundraisers to support Chilean earthquake 
victims and have collected and distributed pajamas as part of 
their relationship with the Pajama Program, a charity that provides 
sleepwear to children in need. Her oldest son, Aiden, is a professional 
soccer coach who works for one of the top youth clubs in the country, 
TSJ FC Virginia. He lives in Washington, DC and dreams of making the 
game more accessible for children who can’t afford the high cost of 
travel soccer. Her younger son, Sean, works as an Associate Financial 
Analyst for ICONIQ Capital, a privately held investment firm serving 
some of the world’s most influential families and organizations. Sean 
lives in Manhattan and joins Jacky for boxing classes, biking around 
Central Park, and they are always trying new restaurants. 

 
If you want to work with a broker who will give you 110 percent, 

from that very first connection right on through to closing, give 
Jacky a call (917.697.5457) or email her (jteplitzky@elliman.com).  
Rest assured, she’ll put her resources and expertise to work to get 
your deal done!



BY LORE CROGHAN
NEW YORK DAILY 

AT 19, JACKY TEPLITZKY was 
a sergeant in the Israeli Army. Her 
stint in the military provided good 
training - to be a Manhattan real 
estate broker. Now Teplitzky - the 
fourth-ranked producer at massive 
Douglas Elliman, which has 3,300 
agents in metro New York - is sharing 
her knowledge with civilians. She’s 
teaching a course at New York 
University Real Estate Institute that 
aims to arm brokers with selling skills 
to survive the market slowdown. “The 
market has changed,” she said. “It’s a 
big, big challenge.

“Born in Santiago, Chile, Teplitzky 
moved with her family at age 10 
to Israel, to the city of Ashkelon, 
six miles from the Gaza border. In 
the army, she had to wake up at 1 
a.m. and sprint into gear within 10 
minutes. That experience helped 
prepare her for the seven-day-a-
week responsibilities of a real estate 
broker. “There is no mercy in the 
army,” she said. In some ways, the 
army was easier,

because “at least every three weeks, 

you’d get the weekend off. [As a 
broker] there is no weekend off. 

HER STRATEGY
Brokers need new strategies to 
succeed in a slowing market. Here’s 
a sampling from Jacky Teplitzky’s 
arsenal:

“Treat other brokers like clients, 
not enemies." You’re likely to wind 
up sharing your deals since 80% 
of Manhattan residential sales are 
co-brokered. So, be proactive and 
encourage other brokers to work with 
you. When Teplitzky gets a listing, 
she calls every broker with a similar 
apartment or townhouse for sale. 
If prospects look at your property 
but take a pass, bring them to see 
mine, she suggests. If people come 
to my property but don’t bite, I will 
reciprocate.

“Walk away from clients who insist 
on overpricing their apartments." 
These days, multiple brokers 
compete for every listing. So it’s 
tempting to take a job even if the 

seller insists on an asking price 
you’re sure is too high. Don’t do it. Six 
months from now, the apartment will 
be unsold, shoppers will consider 
it a stale listing and the client will 
dump you. Your willingness to turn 
down the job might convince the 
seller you’re right about pricing the 
property lower, and you’ll get hired 
to do it your way. Or the seller will 
come back to you later, after another 
broker has tried - and failed - to sell 
the apartment at the unrealistic price. 
She has experienced that.

“Every property needs a full-
out, specially tailored marketing 
campaign." A year ago, one listing 
on your brokerage firm’s Web site 
was all it took to sell an apartment 
or townhouse. Now cross-marketing 
is the name of the game. She has 
a graphic designer on her staff to 
produce all marketing pieces. You 
gotta have a gimmick. There are 
nearly 30,000 residential real estate 
agents in Manhattan - almost 50% 
more than when Teplitzky started 
years ago. You can get lost in a crowd 
that big. Teplitzky, who has hired 
her own publicist, is always seeking 
a marketing edge. This coming 
Sunday, she’s showing about seven 
open houses on the Upper East Side 
and she and her team are preparing 
a barrage of e-blasts & targeted 
ads as a part of an “Open House 
Extravaganza.

“Figure out and cultivate your 
market niche." Are you a numbers 
person? An artsy person? Clients who 
share common interests with you are 
the most likely to feel comfortable 
about hiring you. “Don’t try to be all 
things to all people,” Teplitzky said.

IN STEP WITH THE MARKET 
USING HER MILITARY TRAINING TO SUCCEED AS A BROKER
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In 2019, after 20 years in the real estate business, Barak 
Dunayer and his team partnered with Jacky Teplitzky and her team 
to create the Teplitzky Dunayer Team at Douglas Elliman. Together, 
they are building a mega team, offering meaningful, value-added 
service to their clients by partnering the most talented real estate 
professionals with a culture of learning, collaboration and teamwork 
so that all the team’s clients and team partners achieve their goals. 
To date, the team has sold more than two billion dollars’ worth of 
New York, South Florida and Hamptons real estate, consistently 
ranks amongst the top teams in these markets, and is renowned 
for its “know-how” and ability to get transactions, no matter how 
complicated or difficult, done.   

 Barak started his real estate career in 1999 out of his tiny Upper 
West Side studio apartment and subsequently built his successful 
agency – Barak Realty - into one of Manhattan’s premier boutique 
firms, including two Manhattan offices, over 40 sales associates, 
400 transactions per year and over $500,000,000 in volume. In 
2012, his company was acquired by Halstead Real Estate where, for 
nearly 7 years, his sales team was consistently ranked among the 
firm’s top producers. 

Barak’s knowledge, integrity, and commitment to customer 
service fostered meaningful, long-term relationships with clients, 
who provide an endless stream of referrals and continue to 
generate repeat business. "They have become my friends and 
always appreciate the knowledge and experience I gladly share 
with them,” Barak says. “I cherish my growing number of sellers, 
buyers, property owners and renters who place their trust in my 
services for all their diverse real estate needs.” A real estate owner 
and investor himself, a consummate businessperson, dealmaker, 
and a certified negotiation expert, Barak adds value to his clients by 
sharing knowledge, support and guidance before, during, and after 
their real estate transactions.  

 Barak was born and raised in Israel where he grew up pursuing 
his first lifelong goal of becoming a world-class trumpet player. 

As a young musician, Barak won numerous musical competitions, 
played principal trumpet in some of Israel’s most prominent youth 
orchestras and has appeared several times as a soloist with both 
the Haifa Symphony and the Israeli Philharmonic. After graduating 
high school and serving in the Israeli Army (Lead Trumpet at the 
Israeli Army Band) he received a full scholarship to study at The 
Juilliard School and landed in New York. 

 Barak is a frequent speaker at various high-profile venues. He 
served as an adjunct professor of real estate at New York University, 
has presented at the New York Real Estate Institute, Ivy Real Estate 
School, Baruch College Newman Institute, Jewish Community 
Center of Manhattan, National Realty Club, the Real Estate Academy 
and REBNY. He finds his speaking engagements enriching and 
inspiring to the students and himself as well as a way to give back to 
the real estate community. Barak's views and expertise have been 
frequently quoted in the NY Times, NY Post, The Real Deal, Real 
Estate Weekly, The Mann Report, and NY Magazine. He is an active 
member of the real estate board of New York where he previously 
served as co-chair of the education committee and as a member of 
the board of governors.  

Barak lives on the Upper West Side with his wife, Yael, and 
their three daughters - Maya, who graduated from Stuyvesant High 
School, and is currently attending Tel Aviv University, and Noa and 
Shira, who both attend gifted and talented programs at MS 54 and 
PS 166. In his spare time, he enjoys spending time with his family, 
dining out and traveling around the world. He supports various 
charities such as UJA Federation, Magen David Adom, IAC, Belev 
Echad, Friends of the Metropolitan Opera and American Friends of 
the Israeli Philharmonic Orchestra. An avid athlete, he completed 
6 Ironman 70.3 triathlons and 2 marathons. He is a member of the 
Harmonie Club, Fifth Avenue Synagogue and West Side Institutional 
Synagogue where he frequently can be heard as a cantor leading 
services.   



BOUTIQUE BROKERS
SMALL REAL ESTATE COMPANIES CLEANING UP IN THE CITY

BY JASON SHEFTELL
NEW YORK DAILY 

BARAK DUNAYER certainly knows 
how to present himself. That could 
come from his performances with the 
Israeli Philharmonic Orchestra, where 
he played trumpet.

After graduating from the Juilliard 
School in 1995, Dunayer, 33, 
realized he would never be the best 
trumpeter in the world, so he thought 
of moving on to law school. But then 
he discovered real estate.

"I had been accepted to law school 
when I saw this ad for the New York 
Real Estate Institute," he says smiling. 
"It was going to be three years 
education and $120,000 in debt — or 
two weeks and $250 in debt."

Almost nine years later after making 
that choice, Dunayer now runs the 
30-broker Barak Realty out of a 
second- floor office on a popular 
commercial stretch on W. 72nd St. off 
Broadway.

"I want to be the best boutique 
brokerage house in New York," he 
says. "At the most, I'd like five offices 
and 250 brokers."

In his first year, Dunayer made 30 sales 
and maybe double that in rentals. His 
wife also joined him, quitting her six-
figure salary.

"I was answering the phone in a high 
voice to make people think I had a 
secretary," says Dunayer, who met 
his wife when they were in the Israeli 
army. "My wife and I were staying 
up for three days to packet 10,000 
mailings to people who were looking 
for exclusive listings."

It took Dunayer just three years to 
move from his six-floor walkup studio 
home/office to a 2,000-square-foot 
space.

By next year, he plans on opening 
another office on the upper East Side.

Focusing on Inwood and upper 
Manhattan, Dunayer has been able to 
deliver fair-priced large apartments 
to upper West Siders looking for 
more space. In turn, he is also able to 
list the apartments from some of the 
house hunters who were selling their 
homes. Now, he has gone citywide 
with downtown listings in addition to 
his upper Manhattan strengths.

"With every person who walks into an 
open house or looks for an apartment 
where we had an existing exclusive, 
there are three sales opportunities," 
he says. "They can buy the apartment 
they're looking at, buy another 
apartment from you, and list their 
own apartment. Real estate is all 
about opportunity and relationships."

Now Dunayer focuses more on 
training his agents and supporting 
them with marketing materials to get 
more results.

Even for a relatively small firm, Barak 
Realty has four in-house managers 
to support his agents. They have a 

human resources manager, an office 
manager and a marketing manager, 
plus Barak, all of whom make 
themselves available 24 hours a day 
to clients and employees.

"An agent needs to be out on the 
street showing properties and 
selling," he says.

"WE ARE AN AGENT-

FOCUSED COMPANY 

THAT GIVES OUR STAFF 

EVERYTHING THEY 

NEED TO SELL A HOME 

TO SOMEONE OR FOR 

SOMEONE."

Barak Realty also give their new 
agents a two-week intensive training 
course with marketing education.

Dunayer's philosophy seems to be 
working.

In the past year, two top agents from 
the large, established brokerage 
Douglas Elliman have joined his 
company. They have added firepower, 
experience and cachet to his growing 
agency.

"One of the brokers, Mary Jo, who 
goes by just one name, had a listing 
on the market with her former 
company for three months without 
any action on the property," he says.

"She came and we promoted the 
property with a catered event to 
create some buzz with prospective 
buyers. We have five offers now and 
a bidding war $50,000 over asking 
price. At Elliman, that property was 
too small to market around. We didn't 
think so."
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Perseverance. Pride. Passion. 

 

Those 3 words are what Kent Campbell believes you need for 

success. It’s fair to say Kent and the Teplitzky Dunayer team have a 

lot in common.

 

Kent was born in Denison, Iowa, where he grew up super-

competitive and played every sport he could. He had big aspirations 

in life and decided to go to college hundreds of miles away at San 

Jose State University where he played on the baseball team and 

established himself as a starter, even while coaches and friends 

back home said he had no chance. It’s that grit and determination 

that makes Kent who he is today. “You just need to believe in yourself 

and have an incredible work ethic, and you can do anything,” he 

says. 

 

After completing a master’s degree from Santa Clara University 

in Business Administration and Management, Kent forged a hugely 

successful career in the technology world. Early on in his career, 

Kent was working for an IT firm and asked if there were any other 

accounts he could have. There were 2 companies that caught his 

eye that no one wanted: Google and Yahoo. Within nine months 

of working with them he was completing multi-million dollar 

deals — Kent’s ability to ignore common perception and find the 

inefficiencies in the market is yet another reason he’s such a perfect 

fit for the Teplitzky Dunayer team in South Florida.  

After his career in IT Kent was looking for a change and moved 

to Miami to begin working in Real Estate. Using perseverance, 

pride, and passion for his work, Kent quickly established himself in 

a market where others said he couldn’t. Now he joins up with the 

Teplitzky Dunayer team to go above and beyond for every client that 

is interested in selling, investing, buying or renting in South Florida. 

Kent lives in Brickell Key and is an expert in Brickell, Coconut Grove, 

Coral Gables, Downtown Miami, and Pinecrest!

 

Outside of work Kent enjoys to travel, cook and drink fine wine. 

If you’re lucky enough to try his cooking, ask him to make you a 

blueberry crumb cake or his claim to fame: an upside-down apple 

pecan pie! 

 

If you’d like to buy, sell, invest, rent, or hear about these pies, 

give Kent a call!

 

Licensed Real Estate 

Salesperson

575 Madison Ave, New York, NY 10022

kent.campbell@elliman.com  C: 305.989.7119

LICENSED REAL ESTATE SALESPERSON
ASSOCIATE - TEPLITZKY DUNAYER TEAM
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THERE’S NO NEED TO FORCE SOMEONE 
INTO A DECISION. YOU HAVE TO LISTEN TO 
THEM, FIGURE OUT WHAT THEY REALLY 
WANT, AND SEE HOW YOU CAN HELP 
THEM GET THERE.

LICENSED REAL ESTATE SALESPERSON
PARTNER - TEPLITZKY DUNAYER TEAM

JOSEPH
CHAPLIN
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1021 Kane Concourse, Bay Harbor Islands, FL 33154

C: 914-224-5806

For an ambitious broker like Joseph Chaplin, joining the Teplitzky 

Dunayer Team exemplifies what makes Real Estate so exciting. He 

remembers sitting in the front of every class, learning how Real 

Estate has no cap, no ceiling. Now, having joined one of the top 

teams in the Nation, he is ready to bring his 10 years of expertise 

and track record of customer satisfaction to new heights.

Joseph’s story begins with his father, who escaped anti-

Semitism in Romania, moving to Israel for 25 years before coming 

to the United States. Born in New York, Joseph graduated from 

the University of Delaware with a degree in finance and worked 

for several Fortune 500 companies in corporate sales. It was there 

where he learned how to connect with customers: “There’s no need 

to force someone into a decision. You have to listen to them, figure 

out what they really want, and see how you can help them get 

there.”

During this time, Joseph lived at 520 W 43rd Street and was 

lucky enough to have a basketball court in the building. A Nets fan 

for over 20 years and an avid basketball player, he played pick-up 

with friends all the time. One day during a game Joseph’s friend 

mentioned he was going to study Real Estate and he thought 

Joseph had the personality to be a top broker. Joseph agreed to 

join and never looked back. He brought his skills in sales and his 

commitment to treating clients like VIPs to the Real Estate world 

and it just clicked.

Joseph looks around now and sees many brokers who push 

clients into situations for the sake of expediency. “Yesterday,” he 

recounts, “I received ten text messages from a woman when she 

found out we had closed. She was so happy.” It’s that personal touch 

that makes Joseph a top broker.

Joseph is excited to join what he calls the “true partnership” 

of the Teplitzky Dunayer Team. On his first day, he noticed that the 

team’s organization and collaboration were unlike any team he had 

been with during his career. He knew then that bringing his skill set 

to this environment of success was the right choice.

Now living on the Upper East Side, Joseph has a young 

daughter, Jordie, who attends Kindergarten at PS 158 on East 77th 

Street & York, a newborn baby, Amelia and a wife, Lauren, who 

works for Horizon Media. He still loves basketball and plays all 

around Manhattan. If you see him on a court, you should strike up a 

conversation about selling or buying your next home. It might just 

be the best decision you ever make. 
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  Staging and Design Partner – Yael Dunayer’s commendable 
mix of tenacity and level-headedness has been a cornerstone 
of her real estate career and beyond. Well-known for her 
logical reasoning, unparalleled problem solving, and combining 
organizational, leadership, and team player skills, Yael’s creativity 
and infectious positivity add a special touch to any project she is 
involved in. 

    Yael, along with her husband Barak and their team members 
have all partnered with the Jacky Teplitzky team at Douglas 
Elliman after 20 years in the real estate business. Together, they 
formed the Teplitzky Dunayer Team as a mega team, creating 
bigger opportunities, and elevated levels of service for their 
clients, team members, and referral partners. Yael’s primary role is 
providing the team’s exclusive clients with a staging consultation 
where she helps transform clients’ homes into marketable show 
pieces to enhance their sale value. In addition, Yael handles 
financial management and business development. 

      Prior to forming the Teplitzky Dunayer Team at Douglas 
Elliman, she spent seven years at Halstead running one of the top 
teams in the company, and 12 years in a residential real estate firm 
called Barak Realty where together with her husband, Barak, she 
led the firm through several growth stages and multiple market 
conditions. Yael had a diverse set of roles – from managing the 
company’s finances, to offering her guidance and support to both 
agents and managers as a real estate and business expert. Her 
superb efficiency, eye for design, leadership, and multi-tasking 
abilities were instrumental in implementing and organizing the 
firm’s expansion.

     Prior to entering real estate, Yael served in the Israeli army for 
two years, and later worked for the Corporate Sales Department at 
the Renaissance Hotel in Tel-Aviv winning awards for excellence 
in sales and customer service as well as employee of the year 

recognition. Upon moving to New York City in 1996, Yael worked 
for the Government of Israel Mission to the USA where she also 
earned an employee of the year award, and then served as the 
Director of Business Development for a major Internet software 
company which was subsequently successfully sold. She holds 
a BS degree in International Business and an MBA degree in 
Finance. 

   Yael lives on the Upper West Side with her husband Barak, and 
their three daughters - Maya who graduated from Stuyvesant High 
School and is currently attending Tel Aviv University, and Noa and 
Shira who both attend gifted and talented programs at MS 54 and 
PS 166. When her schedule permits, she enjoys traveling around 
the world, dining out, dancing (former award-winning ballroom 
and Latin dancer), and visiting her family in Israel. 

     Yael is a proud supporter of the UJA Federation where she serves 
as a member of the UJA Professional Women’s board, mentors 
young professional women of the UJA mentorship program, 
participates in UJA “Taking the Lead” leadership program, and 
is an active member of the NY Lions of Judah. In addition, Yael 
was selected to be part of the IAC (Israeli American Council) 
Gvanim Ramon Women’s Leadership Program, a member of the 
Harmonie Club, as well as a board member of the Women’s Club 
at the Fifth Avenue Synagogue. Yael and her husband support 
various causes including Magen David Adom - Israel’s National 
Emergency and Ambulance Service, Belev Echad – a global 
movement supporting Israe Defense Forces wounded soldiers, 
the Metropolitan Opera, and The American Friends of the Israel 
Philharmonic Orchestra.
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MOST HOME BUYERS BUY EMOTIONALLY - THEY NEED TO SEE AND FEEL 
THEMSELVES LIVING HAPPILY AND COMFORTABLY IN THEIR NEW HOME.  
STAGING BRINGS OUT THE BEAUTY OF THE SPACE, ENHANCES GOOD FEATURES, 
WORKS AROUND IMPERFECTIONS, AND ELIMINATES UNKNOWNS.  
I SEE STAGING AS AN INVESTMENT, NOT AN EXPENSE. 

1021 Kane Concourse, Bay Harbor Islands, FL 33154
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Pursuing an opportunity into the hedge fund world took him 
from Miami to New York in 2005 where he joined Cheyne Capital, 
the London based credit fund, as a trader for the fund’s Emerging 
Market and US high yield funds. Transitioning from finance to real 
estate was an easy choice for Julio. A principal reason for his transition 
into real estate was his desire to give back to his community. “In 
finance, you get desensitized overtime, and I wanted to give back 
on a personal level. People are so appreciative when you have 
guided them through one of their biggest personal investments, 
their homes.” Joining forces with the Teplitzky Dunayer Team was an 
opportunity that could not have come at a better time for him. The 
team’s branding, broad array of product offering and expertise in 
the new development and resale market complement his network 
in the New York, South Florida and Hamptons markets.

Born to Cuban parents in Miami, Julio is bilingual in English and 
Spanish. He received a B.A. in accounting and a M.S. in Taxation 
from the University of Florida. Having honed his analytical and 
transactional skills over the course of nearly two decades in the 
finance industry, Julio feels right at home surveying the real estate 
market for his clients. His attention to detail, not only focuses on 
value, but on design and lifestyle goals as well.

Julio’s experience working within Emerging Markets also 
exposed him to a diverse set of skills in understanding cultural 
nuances across various marketplaces. “The risk tolerance for a 
Chilean investor who’s looking for conservative steady gains is not 
the same as those of a Venezuelan investor whose main objective 
is capital preservation and diversification of wealth. The New York, 
South Florida and the Hamptons real estate markets offer those 
objectives while also catering to a lifestyle desire: Fashion, Food, 
Shopping, Entertainment, Weather, Beaches, and Nightlife.” 

A father of three young children, Julio and his wife “Yessi” live on 

the Upper East Side. His wife, Yesenia, is now the Office Managing 
Partner of KPMG, New York. His son, Lucca, attends St. Ignatius 
Loyola Grammar School while his daughters, Lucia and Luna, 
attend Marymount School.

As hectic as this may seem, Julio strives to maintain a grounded 
balance in his life. He’s deeply committed to the success of his 
children and to that end, he’s involved with pack 662 of the Boy 
Scouts at the Brick Church where his son is currently a Boy Scout. 
He also gives back to the Marymount community by volunteering 
his time and effort to serve as a parent ambassador to the school. 
It’s an instrumental role in the admissions process for Marymount 
School.

When he’s not working, you will find Julio spending some down 
time with his family at their house in Southampton. “I try to stay as 
close to the sand as possible. Cooking, fishing, boating and the 
beach are my guilty pleasures.”

If you are looking to work with a broker who’s committed to 
you every step of the way, soup to nuts and A to Z, contact Julio. 
His mind makes him an excellent real estate analyst, but it’s his 
commitment to the client and his personal touch that make him an 
excellent real estate salesperson.

LICENSED REAL ESTATE SALESPERSON
PARTNER - TEPLITZKY DUNAYER TEAM

JULIO IZQUIERDO IS A FAMILY MAN 
WHO BRINGS AN ANALYTIC MIND TO 
THE TEPLITZKY DUNAYER TEAM.

JULIO 
IZQUIERDO
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Salesperson
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LICENSED REAL ESTATE SALESPERSON
PARTNER - TEPLITZKY DUNAYER TEAM

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A BROKER SPENDS MORE THAN HALF A DECADE 
LEARNING FROM JACKY TEPLITZKY AND BARAK DUNAYER?

ADRIAN
RADOMSKI
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Licensed Real Estate 

Salesperson

575 Madison Ave, New York, NY 10022
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1021 Kane Concourse, Bay Harbor Islands, FL 33154

C: 631-275-5810

You get a well-rounded broker who has worked with sellers, 

buyers, investors and renters. 

You get someone who has assisted buyers with the acquisition 

of co-ops, condos, and new developments. 

You get someone who knows how to get the job done. 

You get Adrian Radomski. 

He’s an integral part of the Teplitzky Dunayer team and someone 

who has spent his career building an invaluable business network in 

New York. His tireless work-ethic and his genuine passion for the job 

make him one of the top brokers in the business. 

Of Polish heritage, Adrian grew up in Suffolk County, Long 

Island, and is fluent in Polish. Since then, he has called many 

different neighborhoods home ranging from the Upper East Side 

and Flatiron, to owning a co-op in the West Village where he 

currently resides.

He received his B.A. in economics from C.W. Post University and 

says that what most interested him was the analytics of economics. 

Continuing his keen eye for economics, Adrian began learning 

the New York City real estate market and is now a specialist in 

evaluating and pricing properties for sale or rent. What separates 

Adrian from other analytically-minded real estate salespeople is his 

years of experience working in a top team at Douglas Elliman and 

his attention to detail for every single client. “For me,” Adrian says, 

“it’s about providing comprehensive service on all aspects of the 

transaction - from educating you on the market to negotiating the 

best deal, finding the right lender or attorney, even managing your 

apartment if you're an investor from out of town.” 

It’s that all-encompassing approach that permeates the 

Teplitzky Dunayer team, which Adrian has instilled within himself 

and taken to new heights. 

Having spent years tirelessly refining his abilities and getting 

deals done, Adrian knows exactly what it takes to provide you with 

an unforgettable NYC real estate experience. 
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LICENSED REAL ESTATE SALESPERSON
ASSOCIATE - TEPLITZKY DUNAYER TEAM

ALEXANDRO
SANDOVAL
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It’s been a long and winding journey for Alexandro Sandoval 

to end up on the Teplitzky Dunayer team. Now that he’s here, his 

relentless drive, his deep appreciation for architecture, and his 

passion for the field mean that anyone lucky enough to work with 

him will walk away thrilled.

Alex grew up in a bilingual household outside of Nashville, 

Tennessee, with both parents originating from Guadalajara, Mexico. 

Ever since he was a young boy, he recalls being interested in 

architecture. “When I was eight years old walking around with my 

family, I would be in awe of these beautiful Victorian buildings. I 

would draw them, even floor plans!” It’s this inherent love for the 

field which would bring him back many years and jobs later.

He got his degree in marketing from the University of 

Tennessee. Initially, he wanted to study architecture, but it wasn’t a 

good fit. Looking back on it now, he jokes, “if I’m not going to design 

it, I should sell it!” He spent seven years traveling Monday-Friday for 

a corporate healthcare system as a trainer in his department. He 

would translate for Spanish-speaking patients around the country 

who were under-insured and needed guidance. Alex recalls that 

those years changed his life, “I got to travel across the entire country, 

learning each region’s culture, their food, the diverse landscapes.” 

Throughout all this, though, the allure of Real Estate was in the back 

of his mind.

Alex decided to use his time traveling to study to get his Real 

Estate license and never looked back: he moved to New York and 

initially spent time as an individual agent at smaller firms. Soon 

enough, Alex hit his stride and decided it was time for a step up 

and partnered with the Teplitzky Dunayer team, where the level of 

teamwork, expertise, innovation, and perseverance is unmatched. 

What Alex brings is an innate passion for the field that will be hard to 

match. His love for the properties and people is infectious, and he’ll 

be just as excited to help you to rent, buy, or sell as you will!
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Diana Yanguas, known as Tata, has deep roots in South Florida 

and strives to find you the perfect home. 

Born in Cali, Colombia, Tata’s family moved to Weston, FL when 

she was young, and she studied at American Heritage School. As a 

child, Tata’s older brother was unable to say ‘Diana’ so he kept calling 

her ‘Tata.’ Since then, the name just stuck! She grew up speaking 

both Spanish and English, her mother working as an architect 

and her father, an active entrepreneur with a civil engineering 

background. Throughout her childhood her family continued the 

tradition and owned the most prestigious jewelry store in Cali, 

Colombia - Yanguas Joyeros - and Tata could be found helping out 

with inventory and constantly learning about the business. Thus, 

she studied Business Administration at FIU, but decided to follow 

her first passion: Jewelry. 

Tata moved to Carlsbad, California to study gemology at GIA 

(one of the top gem schools in the country). After graduating as a 

Gemologist, she moved back to the Miami area initially working in 

diamond sales in Bal Harbour, and then landing a corporate po-

sition at L’Oreal in marketing and sales. 

With all this going on, Tata was able to integrate her knowledge 

and passion for gemology and real estate by helping out in the 

jewelry business and the property management side of the 

family. She had a natural ability in this field, and upon her father’s 

recommendation she decided to pursue a Real Estate license. 

Initially she only sold to close friends and family, but early on she 

realized she had a gift for the field: “I wasn’t simply selling a home,” 

Tata recalls, “I love to help people, to educate them on the entire 

process so they can find exactly the place they want.” It’s that 

genuine passion for customer service that is shared by the entire 

Teplitzky Dunayer team. Tata lives in Bay Harbor Islands and knows 

the beach areas very well, with expertise in Aventura, Sunny Isles, 

Bal Harbour, Bay Harbor Islands and Surfside. 

Outside of work Tata loves spending time with her husband and 

two children, Alejandro and Valeria, who attend Ruth K. Broad Bay 

Harbor school. She loves the outdoors and enjoys jogging, roller-

blading, and laying on the beautiful South Florida beaches with a 

good book. 

If you’re interested in buying, selling, or renting in South Florida, 

give Tata a call! 

LICENSED REAL ESTATE SALESPERSON
ASSOCIATE - TEPLITZKY DUNAYER TEAM

DIANA (TATA) 
YANGUAS
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OUR SUPPORT TEAM
WORKING FOR YOU BEHIND THE SCENES

IMAN  
SALEH

MEHEK  
LAMBA-HEYDECKER

Iman Saleh has 10+ years of real estate experience in New York City. Having started 

her career as a salesperson, she has intimate knowledge of all aspects of what it takes to 

get a deal done. After working at several different companies (both solo and together with 

other agents) she realized she had a passion for working within a team and focusing on the 

business side of things as well as the day-to-day that facilitates growth. Iman joined the 

Teplitzky Dunayer Team at Douglas Elliman in 2020.

With a professional background of 5+ years in the Digital Marketing & Advertising 

sphere, having run her own business of Art & Calligraphy services and intricate handcrafted 

Stationery & Journals - called The Letter Alley - for well over two years, Mehek brought her 

entrepreneurial spirit to the Teplitzky Dunayer team first joining as a Social Media Marketing 

Director. Quickly picking up the ropes of our marketing department through observation 

and training over her tenure, she then transitioned into the role of Marketing & Social Media 

Director and has been handling our print and online creative campaigns and advertising 

services across the board ever since, utilizing her editorial accuracy and design skills to 

create cutting edge marketing material for the Teplitzky Dunayer team's sales and rental 

listings, events and more.        

Licensed Real Estate 

Salesperson

575 Madison Ave, New York, NY 10022
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OPERATIONS DIRECTOR - TEPLITZKY DUNAYER TEAM 

MARKETING & SOCIAL MEDIA DIRECTOR - TEPLITZKY DUNAYER TEAM
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We	know	that	the	most	important	is	to	have	an	honest,	objective	team	
working	for	you	and	with	you.	

WE LISTEN. 
In	fact,	because	understanding	your	needs	is	so	important,	listening	to	you	is	the	first	step	in	the	buying,	selling	
or	renting	process.	First,	we	listen	to	your	expectations	and	desires.	Then,	we	apply	that	information	to	achieve	
you	goals.

WE KNOW THE MARKET.
In	today’s	market,	it’s	crucial	to	have	information	before	everyone	else.	We	provide	real-time	data,	share	our	
product	knowledge	&	make	our	industry	contacts	working	for	you.

WE ARE EXPERIENCED.
Numbers	don’t	lie.	We	have	sold	over	$1,000,000,000	of	Manhattan	real	estate.	Combined,	we	have	25	years	of	
experience.	 
We	have	the	proven	expertise	to	guide	you	through	the	NYC	maze	of	real	estate,	challenging	negotiations	and	
investments	decisions.	You	know	that	at	the	end	of	the	transactions,	we	get	you	the	best	deal	possible.

WE DO PRE-QUALIFYING RESEARCH.
Even	before	we	start	working	on	your	behalf,	we	use	our	proprietary	data-gathering	techniques	to	learn	about	
your	financial	picture	&	your	present	&	future	goals.	With	this	“Road	map”	in	place,	we	will	be	fully	prepared	to	
get	you	to	the	closing	table.

WE’RE ADVISORS AND EDUCATORS.
We	pride	ourselves	on	being	advisors	who	educate	you,	our	buyers,	sellers,	renters	and	investors	and	provide	
you	with	all	of	the	information	you	need	to	make	intelligent	and	informed	decisions.

WE BELIEVE THAT MULTIPLE MINDS ARE BETTER THAN ONE.
When	you	work	with	our	team,	you	get	the	power	of	Douglas	Elliman	Real	Estate	&	power	of	the	leader	Jacky	
Teplitzky	&	her	team.	We	are	entrenched	in	the	market	daily.	Moreover,	because	our	talent	base	is	so	deep,	
we	are	able	to	cover	all	of	Manhattan	–	from	the	Upper	East	&	West	Side,	Midtown,	to	the	Financial	District.	
Our	size	means	we	are	not	limited	by	geography.	We	visit	different	properties	with	our	clients	and	consistently	
exchange	inventory	information.	The	benefit	to	you	is	deeper	market	intelligence.	

WE HAVE A TEAM BEHIND THE TEAM.
We	were	the	first	in	the	industry	that	utilized	the	resources	of	a	full-service	public	relations	company	as	well	
as	a	personal	business	advisor	that	specializes	in	residential	real	estate.	We	also	have	relationships	with	expert	
attorneys,	mortgage	brokers,	interior	designers,	painters,	contractors,	and	more.	We	are	truly	a	“One-Stop”	
resource	for	all	of	your	real	estate	needs.

WE ARE PROFESSIONALS YOU CAN TRUST.
We	will	always	treat	you	in	the	most	professional	manner,	and	you	can	trust	us	to	represent	you	and	your	
interests	in	the	highest,	most	ethical	manner.

WE KNOW HOW TO NEGOTIATE.
Not	only	are	we	expert	negotiators,	but	our	business	consultant	assists	us	in	structuring	a	negotiation	to	
reduce	the	risk	that	you	will	overpay	or	undersell.

WE HAVE INTEGRITY.
We	treat	you,	as	we	would	expect	to	be	treated.	Because	buying,	selling,	investing	or	renting		is	both	an	
emotional	and	a	financial	decision,	we	will	look	after	you	on	both	fronts.	Our	integrity	is	pristine	and	supported	
by	the	plain	fact	that	many	of	you,	our	clients	are	repeats	who	refer	us	to	your	friends,	family	and	business	
associates.

TOP 10 
REASONS
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3.
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10.

to work with the

TEPLITZKY DUNAYER TEAM
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AT YOUR SERVICE IN

NEW YORK

  &
SOUTH FLORIDA

THE HAMPTONS
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THE POWER OF PARTNERSHIP, 
PASSION AND PERSEVERANCE

TEPLITZKY DUNAYER TEAM

LICENSED REAL ESTATE SALESPERSON
Partner 

914-224-5806 | joseph.chaplin@elliman.com

JOSEPH CHAPLIN

LICENSED REAL ESTATE SALESPERSON
Design & Staging Partner

917-553-8630 | yael.dunayer@elliman.com

YAEL DUNAYER

LICENSED ASSOCIATE REAL ESTATE BROKER
Managing Partner

917-697-5457 | jteplitzky@elliman.com

JACKY TEPLITZKY

LICENSED REAL ESTATE SALESPERSON
Associate

305-989-7119 | kent.campbell@elliman.com

KENT CAMPBELL 

LICENSED ASSOCIATE REAL ESTATE BROKER
Managing Partner

917-553-6846 | barak.dunayer@elliman.com

BARAK DUNAYER

LICENSED REAL ESTATE SALESPERSON
Associate

954-534-5761 | tata.yanguas@elliman.com

DIANA (TATA) YANGUAS

LICENSED REAL ESTATE SALESPERSON
Partner

631-275-5810 | adrian.radomski@elliman.com

ADRIAN RADOMSKI

LICENSED REAL ESTATE SALESPERSON
Operations Director 

iman.saleh@elliman.com

IMAN SALEH

Marketing Director 
929-410-2133 | mehek.lamba@elliman.com

MEHEK LAMBA HEYDECKER

LICENSED REAL ESTATE SALESPERSON
Partner

305-607-3075 | julio.izquierdo@elliman.com

JULIO IZQUIERDO

Ready to Work for You in New York, South Florida and the Hamptons

SOLD OVER $2 BILLION
NEW YORK | SOUTH FLORIDA | THE HAMPTONS

ALEX SANDOVAL

LICENSED REAL ESTATE SALESPERSON
Associate

931-698-2481 | alexandro.sandoval@elliman.com


